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ABSTRACT 

The Means Ends Analyze (MEA) method is the methode that use by researcher to 

research the students for studying of analyze element of building poetry that 

focused in element of heart. The result of research that researcher do, can 

compared with the pra test and post test that gave to students class X. 1) 

Researcher able to planning, doing, and scoring educationed with good. It can 

proved with the rating result of planning step is 3,67, and average rating for 

activity is 3,71. 2) The students class X of Pasundan 1 Bandung Highschool able 

to analyze element of poetry that focused to element of heart. It proved from the 

pra test result in the experimental class with average rating 74,8, mean while 

pretest result in the control class with average rating 48,2 and posttest result with 

average rating 67. 3) Means Ends Analyze (MEA) method effective to use in the 

studying of analyze the element of building poetry that focused to element of heart 

the students class X of Pasundan 1 Bandung Highschool. It proved from score 

gain index that the experimental class some part of high categorizing responden is 

58%, and control class categorizing is 0,0%. It mean Means Ends Analyze (MEA) 

method more effective than minding maping method. Study of result between 

experimental class and control class can be look from pretest result is 33,8 and 

posttest is 74,8, mean while control pretest result is 48,2 and posttest is 67. 4) 

Means Ends Analyze (MEA) method more effective than minding maping methode 

in studying analyze element of building poetry that focused in element of heart, it 

proved that Means Ends Analyze (MEA) method more significan than minding 

map methode. It proved from average two test formula that Ho rejected and Ha 

accepted. Summary, based on the researching result up-i from researching, 

analyzing studying of building poetry that focused in element of heart using 

Means Ends Analyze (MEA) method of students class X of Pasundan 1 Bandung 

Highschool class year 2017/2018 is good. 
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